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UCPP 9th QUARTERLY MEETING  

MINUTES – 3 June 2015 - Methodist hall, Matatiele 
 

1. WELCOME & PRAYER:  

Sinegugu Zukulu from CSA, chairperson of UCPP, welcomed everyone, and thanked members and guests from East London and 

Rhodes University for travelling so far. He introduced Ms. Basetsana Khathali, environmental manager from Alfred Nzo District 

Municipality (ANDM), as guest chairperson for this session focussing on building resilience to climate change. 

2. INTRODUCTIONS AND APOLOGIES  

Please refer to attendance register attached. Members present represented DWS, ECPTA, SWC, MDTP, CSA, LIMA, DEDEAT, 

ERS, Matat Municipality, Bakoena Traditional Council. Guests included Rhodes University and O R Tambo District 

Municipality.  

Apologies submitted from Tsepo Lesholu (Mehloding / Freedom Challenge), Nosisa Ndaba and Dean Ricketts (DEDEAT), 

Cobus Theron (EWT), Val  Charlton and Doug Olen (Kishugu FireWise).  

It was noted with sadness that Ntate Simon Lesia, the founder of the Mehloding Trust and pioneer of the Mehloding hiking 

trail in the late 1990s, had passed away. Silence was observed in respect for his strong character, boundless energy and 

enthusiasm, and the contributions he made to the development of tourism in the Matatiele sub-region.  

 

3. MATTERS ARISING AND FEEDBACK:  

a. Sinegugu reported that the Lambasi stewardship process is now being facilitated by Mr Albert Mfenyana from DEDEAT. 

b. Firewise had submitted a response to the previous minutes’ item on the Fire Management Strateggy, for tabling in their 

absence, and this will be raised under items on “Updates” on the agenda. 

 

4. PRESENTATIONS: (will be loaded onto website) 

The theme for this session: ‘BUILDING RESILIENCE to CLIMATE CHANGE’. This is critical for assisting partners and local 

government to ensure that a high level of consideration is given to IDP and project planning to reduce vulnerability of 

ecosystems, livelihoods and socio-economic issues to various unknown changes based on various scenarios of change. 

Increased extremity of events and associated damage needs to be pre-empted and avoided by building in appropriate 

strategies within planning and implementation, to mitigate later problems. 

 

4.1 ANDM CLIMATE CHANGE JOURNEY - BASETSANA KHATHALI (ANDM)  

Noted that “Environment’ has been moved within the District from LED to Infrastructure, which is much more logical. 

Appreciated that UCPP has provided a platform for climate change thinking and collaboration and given a huge boost to how 

the District pays attention to environment and climate change issues. Has resulted in an MoU being signed between LMs 

and District and CSA regarding this collaboration. Had a very informative learning exchange with Namakwaland DM.  

Forecasting of possible scenarios is helping with disaster management planning and mitigation: this will be outlined in next 

presentation on VA outcomes.  

Climate change strategy has built an active ‘Let’s Respond’ effort which is exploring options for building resilience through 

interventions such as expansion of Protected Areas, adopting EbA (Ecosystem Based Adaptation approaches), and 

maintaining and restoring ecological infrastructure. District hosted Climate Change summit last year to develop a strategy 

for coping with changes, through projects which also meet strategic development objectives. 

 

4.2 VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT FOR DISTRICT - FANI NYEMBEZI (ANDM) 

Presented the outcomes of the VA with maps showing possible biome shifts and scenarios based on reliance on land use and 

local economy which is largely dependent upon local landscape resources. 
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Questions and discussion on these presentations included: 

- Please think beyond the District boundaries as to how connections can be made with Joe Gqabi DM regarding 

restoration of the catchment above Ntabelanga dam site. Encourage connections with CMA and other local LMs to learn 

from the amazing lessons here. OR Tambo DM reps commended ANDM on their efforts and asked for more sharing 

opportunities. 

- How do we prioritise focus areas of most need? Include VA, EMF, critical biodiversity, NFEPA etc priorities to ensure 

optimum water security and livelihoods off a restored landscape. Refer to national wetland priority map which includes 

peat lands.  

 

4.3 UPDATE FROM O R TAMBO DM - NANGAMSO LUGETYE (OR TAMBO DM) 

Climatic shifts are already observable in current events – showed some scarey pictures of disaster related impacts were 

shown.  The areas affected in the DM are very rural, and highly dependent upon an agricultural economy. Have valuable 

biodiversity especially along the Wild Coast. Legislated responsibility by local government to play a key role in planning, 

which MUST include building resilience to and mitigating climate related impacts on rural economy. Have a 5 year 

biodiversity management plan. 

Questions and comments: 

Suggestion to revive Mthatha CMF and extend to Elundini LM for dam catchment restoration and link with UCPP efforts. 

Need to identify vulnerable settlement sand prevent further encroachment into marginal areas like wetlands and riparian 

zones in floodlines. Protected Areas alone are not enough as biomes will continue to shift beyond their current boundaries: 

need to build better land use strategies aligned with ecosystem based adaptation. Also need to encourage more active 

engagement from local authorities: often have great plans and limited follow up and action.  

 

5. UPDATES FROM PARTNERS ON  CURRENT ACTIVITIES: 

5.1 RANGELAND RESTORATION:  

Lumko Mboyi, LIMA / INR DEA NRM Land User Incentives projects: 

Provided a summary of the recent stock sale at Mafube, the first for that area. Project is showing benefits of better 

range management and community co-ordination through direct income realised for stock owners, as well as improved 

groundcover and grazing quality. Still facing large challenges from cross-boundary issues including stock theft and 

runaway fires. Figures for stock sale will be provided in summary by Nicky.  

Selection of Mafube and Ntenetyana project sites for INR/LIMA interventions was clearly justified by VA priority areas.  

 

Sinegugu Zukulu, CSA/ERS DEA NRM Land User Incentives (LUI) projects: 

Provided statistics form second auction held at Thaba Chicha / Ward 14 area, which showed 85% increase from first 

auction, mainly attributed to participants understanding and trusting the system. Facilitation of ecorangers’ role with 

respect to livestock herding and management support has been very demanding and effective community engagement 

requires fulltime focus, but is really starting to show great rewards for livelihoods as well as landscape.  

 

Nicky McLeod & Sissie Matela, ERS, consolidation of LUI progress from above collaboration: 

Presented a snapshot poster of statistics emerging from the investments being made in rangeland restoration at several 

sites across the catchment,  and which are starting to show clear  justification for investing in ecosystem restoration. 

This information has been briefly collated from key implementers including FireWise/Kishugu, CSA/ERS and LIMA/INR 

collbaboration, and shows direct benefits to more than 685 households. This excludes management costs, but amounts 

to more than R13 million over last 2 years in the form of wages for alien clearing teams and ecorangers, Firewise 

community workers, training, clothing, equipment and veterinary supplies.  

These investment costs have been covered mainly by DEA NRM LUI programme, and have been supplemented by NGO-

raised support for facilitation through CEPF and other donors.  

Sissie added that we are developing a toolbox for range restoration interventions in the wider catchment, and possibly 

in other communal landscapes: this is still a learning phase with lots of reflection and consolidation required as we don’t 

have all the answers, but would like to share the valuable lessons learnt so others could benefit. Exchange learning 

between comuities is proving an extremely valuable learning methodology: have had exchanges with Okhombe from 
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KZN, an MDTP group, DEA facilitated group, Motseng-Mzongwana auction sharing and a recent visit by the grazing 

association from Sehlabathebe in Lesotho, which was extremely useful as they have decades of well-governed range 

management experience.  

The income derived from livestock-based activities off improved rangelands can also help to build socio-economic 

resilience of vulnerable rural groups to climate induced landscape changes.  

Comments included: how to encourage buy-in from youth (could include their % in data on the poster), introducing or 

complimenting appropriate incentives and values including the use of money (short discussion around savings groups 

being an outcome of these projects through support from UCPP member Save Act) and the effectiveness of leadership 

in terms of sustainability of these changing land use management practises. 

 

5.2 STEWARDSHIP: Thando Msomi, Matatiele LM (represented by Nicky McLeod, as on urgent call) 

A draft stewardship plan was compiled by several UCPP members (including ECPTA, EWT, WESSA, MDTP, Matatiele LM, 

DEDEAT, LIMA, Mehloding Trust, Matat EDAS, CSA and ERS, with support from a CEPF grant through ERS). Various levels 

of stewardship were discussed, based on guidance from ECPTA’s Stewardship Manager and EWT Stewardship co-

ordinator, with the appropriateness of various options for the Matat situation discussed. 

Initial stage 1 target areas for possible stewardship were identified based various attributes including VA key zones, 

NFEPA (National Freshwater Ecosystem Priority Areas), Critical Biodiversity areas, EC Protected Areas Expansion 

Strategy, existing land use and degradation, etc. Eight potential stewardship sites were identified and shown on a draft 

map. These require discussion with land rights holders and leadership, especially Traditioanl Authorities and Dept Rural 

Development and Land Reform. A process for public consultation and refinement of target areas was outlined.  

The plan was adopted by Matatiele Council on 29 May 2015, along with the environmental lobby document for key 

Green Economy interventions which align with IDP strategies. Great news to celebrate! 

 

5.3 CMA AND CMF DEVELOPMENT: Professor Tally Palmer, Rhodes University Water Research Institute (WRI) 

Tally expressed huge support for the UCPP collaborative efforts, indicating that it was a privilege to see all the visions 

bearing fruit through action.  

She outlined the shift of national CMAs (Catchment Management Agencies) from 19 to 9, resulting in huge geographic 

areas being covered, with complex institutional issues. The Umzimvubu – Tsitsikamma proto-CMA is being driven by the 

Department of Water and Sanitation (DWS) as proto-CMA. CMA needs to deal with strategic dam development at 

Ntabelanga, with some questions from civil society on how appropriate it is, and how to protect catchment integrity 

and ecological infrastructure. Highlights how CMFs are platforms for civil society voice to be heard. E Cape still lagging in 

terms of support for catchment forums: Rhodes WRI has some funding from WRC (Water Research Commission) to 

support these efforts. Has a large research programme with a long title which is in essence “Towards a new paradigm” 

for collaboration and consideration of people in relation to resources. Confirmed that the road back from degradation is 

very steep, and better to protect resources in catchment.  

Paradigm attempts to integrate all elements through collaboration, exploring four national case studies including E 

Cape, with reflection on lessons and ‘doing things better’. Confirmed that UCPP is putting all of this very visibly into 

action. Encouraged UCPP to include the Joe Gqabi DM and catchment area for Ntabelanga dam within this forum. 

 

 

5.4 FIRE MANAGEMENT: Martin du Toit, Greater East Griqualand Fire Protection Association (FPA) manager 

Reported that the FPA covers an area of over 700 000 hectares. The FPA has a daily fire danger index (FDI) which 

informs residents whether burning can be done or not: for example today’s windy conditions resulted in a total ban on 

any burning of breaks. 

A fire awareness programme is being implemented with 16 Matatiele communities, including schools and door-to-door 

awareness, with assistance from FireWise and Working on Fire (WoF). Each community is encouraged to have a fire 

warden for facilitating communication around fire danger and response issues. These wardens need to be properly 

trained and equipped.  

Have four WoF teams within FPA: one in Matat, one at ONR and two in Kokstad area. These teams can be called on for 

support with break preparation and follow up, but are not the initial first line for fighting fires. 

FPA is facilitating a 104km open ended fire break with assistance from FireWise. Have approached Municipality for 

support, with no response yet. 
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Comments: Need to see fire as a tool and threat to be collaboratively managed before it happens, and get away from 

the post-disaster ‘blame game’.  

 

5.5 ONGELUKSNEK NATURE RESERVE 

Sipho Goge, reserve manager, added that fire awareness with villages (Moiketsi, Nicefield, Kuebung) around the reserve 

had been done in conjunction with Working on Fire teams and Mehloding trust. Had engaged with Bakoena Traditional 

Council for permission to undertake this outreach.  

WoF team had handmade 15 beaters for these communities to use, and they need plenty more: ECPTA has a limited 

budget for this. 

Have completed almost half the required firebreaks for the reserve already. 

Vulture hide will be complete by end of June. 

Have allocated 200 permits to local people for harvesting thatchgrass and fire wood.  

 

6. UPCOMING EVENTS AND OTHER ITEMS: 

6.1 SANBI has suggested facilitating a learning exchange between UCPP and UEIP (Umgeni Ecological Infrastructure 

Partnership) to share positive experience and lessons with alliances, CMF collaboration and work on the ground. This 

will be hosted in Matatiele from 24 to 26 August, and all welcome. Some budget available for accommodation for those 

who need to travel from afar. SANBI will send official invitations shortly. Members agreed ths would be a worthwhile 

event, and that official invitations would be appreciated, especially for local government and departmental officials.  

6.2 A list of upcoming conferences and events was provided, which will be available on the website. Members were 

encouraged to make use of the website for accessing presentations and information, and to make any contributions or 

publications available which they would like to share. Can either apply via web / blog as a contributor, or send 

information to Nicky or Tsoanelo (tsoanelo@enviros.co.za) for posting on the site. 

6.3 Nangamso asked how the O R Tambo Distract municipality could become a member of the UCPP alliance: MoU is 

available on website, and a signature form can be emailed for ORTDM representative to sign. Please contact Sinegugu 

or Nicky. 

6.4 Sinegugu asked each members of the meeting to please fill in a card indicating: 

a. What the next UCPP 5 year strategy should include 

b. What the partner could contribute to implementation of this 5 year strategy  

 

7. NEXT MEETING   

Agreed on date of Wednesday 2 September 2015. Theme will be discussed prior to then: suggestions encouraged. 

 

Prof Tally Palmer expressed gratitude for allowing Rhodes University to participate and witness the very impressive 

collaboration of this forum, and encouraged members to continue with their efforts.  
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